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Portable Heated Rock Massaging
Therapy System

Hot Stone Massage Kit

PLEASE MAKE SURE THATYOU HAVE READ THE MANUAL CAREFULLY 
BEFORE USING IT

Hot Stone Massage Kit
Thermal therapy, is the use of heat in therapy for pain relief and health. It can take the form 
of a hot stone, hot bamboo sticks, and others. It can be bene�cial to those with arthritis and 
sti� muscles and injuries to the deep tissue of the skin. Our innovative electric massage 
warmer set comes with a lightweight energy e�cient stylish storage/ travel bag case that 
doubles as stone heater oven that quickly heats up the rocks. It is a helpful tool to heat the 
massage stones and also bamboo sticks, as we know the application of warmed Basalt 
stones/bamboo sticks combined with manual massage to provide the client with a deeply 
relaxing, therapeutic experience. This treatment which also bene�ts the therapist not only 
�nancially but also physically.

Advantages of Hot Stone Massage Kit
Easy to Use: The entire system is very easy to install and does not require water to heat 
the stone. Simply put the stone into the box and just plug in and set your temperature and 
time.

Innovative Waterless Heating Technology: With waterless heating technology there 
is no need for traditional stone heating equipment: thermometers, gloves, spoons, nets, etc. 
Due to the accumulation of scale, there is no need for regular cleaning. The stone is ready to 
be used about 15 minutes. Unlike stone heaters that use water,there is no mess after use.

Portable Massage Kit: Our portable massage kit o�ers mess-free stone warming along 
with the ability to easliy transport for traveling therapist as well as your massage practice or 
home use. Our lighter weight heating case can heat stones and be tranfered while retaing 
heat to make things easier on the therapist/user.

Increased Productivity: Not only does the Bag take less time to set up, but unlike a 
water stone heater, the bag can be transported whilst retaining heat even after its been 
disconnected from the mains, allowing the therapist to preheat the stones at home, thus 
saving time (and money!) at the clients house. See our quick formula (right) for how the bag 
pays for itself.
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Digital Temperature Controller: Optional temperature setting is 85-160°F. 
You just plug it in and you have hot stones, ready to be used at the right temperature. 
This feature is unique to Hot Stone Massage Kit.

Multi functionality: Combined heating with bag, it is more than a bag, not only can 
self-contained but also can heat.

Heated Suitcase: The electric massage heater set is equipped with a storage/travel bag 
that doubles as a stone heating furnace to quickly heat rocks. The massage warmer is the 
perfect choice for home use and travel, and is the perfect complement to travel massage 
therapists.

How to use:
FOR 110V
STEP 1: Place the stones inside the heating warmer.
STEP 2: Connect the temperature controller to the the heating warmer
STEP 3: Connect the power cord to the temperature controller. 
STEP 4: Press"ON/OFF" then can set the temperature from 85-160°F 

"ERO"
1. Temperature controller has been connected power but not the heating warmer, in this  
    situation, connect the heating warmer then it will work properly.
2. Temperature controller has been connected power as well as the heating warmer and  
    NTC disconnected.
    GREEN LIGHT ON: Heating system is working
    RED LIGHT ON: Power has been connected

       WARNING
1. Should be stored in a clean and dry environment. Wipe the Hot Stone Massage Kit with a  
    damp cloth. To protect against electrical hazard, do not immerse in water or other liquid.
2. This product requires professional use. 
    Please do not separate, maintain, or re�t the product if you were not a professional.
3. The Kit should be keep away from high temperature environment and point-blank sunshine.
4. Do not leave unattended
5. Keep away from children!
6. Risk of electric shock, can cause injury or death if improper operation.
7. Do not block any ventilation when using, it will cause the �re in extreme cases.

Questions? Issues?
We are here to help!

Phone: (1) 718-535-1800
Email: support@pyleusa.com


